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upper end region of the receptacle an oil passage inter 
connecting the region of the receptacle below the bottom 
ofthe dish with the bottom of the dish a valve engageable 
to a Seat therefor defined in the bottom of receptacle, 
means operable to close the valve onits seat when start 
ing the burner and to open the valve to drain oil substan 
tially inStantly from the dish passage and receptacle on 
Stoppage of the burner and driving means to actuate the 
conveyor atsuch rate to spill oilinto the receptacle that 
a predetermined level ofoilabove the bottom of the dish 
but not above the apertured top of the plugis maintained 
in the receptacle while oilis burnedin the dish and the 
Valve is closed. 

4. In an oil burner the combination of a burner dish 
having a horizontal bottom portion an electricalignition 
having an apertured upper end in the dish forigniting on 
energization oilin the bottom of the dish an oil reser 
Voir an upright elongated oil receptacle positioned above 
the reservoir and extending from a level substantially 
below the bottom ofthe dish to a levelsubstantially above 
the bottom of the dish an overflow portin the receptacle 
at the horizontal plane of the apertured region of the 
plugin the dish a bucketconveyorfor Supplying oilfrom 
the reservoir to the upperend region of the receptacle, 
an outer casing enclosing at least the top and intermediate 
regions of the receptacle and conveyor a passage in the 
outercasing communicatingthe top ofthe receptacle with 
the atmosphere an oil passage interconnectingthe region 
of the receptacle below the bottom of the dish with the 
bottom of dish and passing through the outer casing a 
Valve a Valve seat definedin the bottom of the receptacle, 
means Operable to close the valve on the seat when start 
ing the burner and maintaining the valve thereon while 
the burneris running and removing the valve therefrom 
on Stoppage of the burner substantially instantly to drain 
oil from the dish passage and receptacle and driving 
means to actuate the conveyor at Such rate to spill oil 
into the receptacle that oil delivered to the receptacle 
while the valve is on the seatis continuously burnedin 
the dish. 

5. In anoilburner the combination of claim4in which 
the outer casing extends vertically from an aperture de 
fined by the upperwall regions of the reservoir the valve 
being thus so positioned that on opening the valve from 
the Seatthe oil from the dish and passage flows into the 
receptacle and together with the oil from the receptacle 
spills from the receptacle into the reservoir. 

6. In an oil burner the combination of a burner dish, 
an oil reservoir wholly below the horizontal plane of 
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the bottom of the dish an intermediate oil receptacle of 
elongated form extending from the reServoir to above 
the horizontal plane of the bottom of the dish means for 
1ifting from the reservoirto the region of the receptacle 
above the horizontal plane of the bottom of the dish 
measured quantities of oil to maintain a flame of prede 
termined size in the dish an oil feed line connecting the 
receptacle at a region thereof below the mentioned hori 
Zontal plane to the bottom region of the dish and means 
for draining by gravity at least the oil from the dish and 
in the hot region of the feed line back to the reServoir 
comprising a valve movable to close upon a Seat defined 
in the bottom region of the receptacle and automatically 
actuable means to close the valve upon the Seat while 
he flame is to be maintained burning and to Open the 
valve from the Seat when the flameis to be eXtinguished 
So that after-burningis prevented. 

7. In an oil burner the combination of a burner dish, 
an oil reServoir below the burner dish and aligned there 
with a fuel passage opening at one end into the burner, 
the other end of the passage beingin a horizontal plane 
above that of the end openinginto the burner the fuel 
DaSSage having an intermediate region below the hori 
Zontal plane of the burner dish and above the reservoir, 
means for lifting measured quantities of oil from the 
reservoir and Spilling such measured oil quantities into 
Such other passage end and a cloSure means aligned with 
the reservoirin the intermediate passage region operable 
to closure on starting the burner So that the measured 
oil quantities flow into the dish by gravity the closure 
means being maintained in closed position while the 
burneris running and to open position instantlyto drain 
the oil from the dish and fuel passage by gravity back 
into the reservoir when the burneris stopped whereby 
fter-burningis eliminated. 
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